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Al l emet - -A  procedure has been developed for the long-term distribution of the short-term 
extreme values of ship wave bending mornents. The procedure has been applied in a ~jlltenmtic 

to investigate the effect of  the prhw.ipal ship characteristics on the design wave bending 
nmne~t. The results have been compared to Classification Societies' Rules and demonstrate a 
ratiemd way to improve them. The same procedure can also he applied to other ship responses 
or the responses of any structure excited by scaways. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DtrmNo the last 25 years the prediction of the performance of a ship in waves, and more 
recently of other floating or fixed ocean structures, has been the subject of intensive experi- 
mental and theoretical investigations. Initially the behaviour of the ship in regular waves 
was examined, but knowledge of this behaviour has almost no practical value. Then it 
became possible to establish the short-term behaviour of the ship in a seaway of known 
spectrum. These results are more useful, especially for comparative purposes, but again 
do not lead to the determination of design values. To obtain design values one has to use 
statistical methods for the prediction of the long-term belutviour of the ship in the ocean. 
Such a method has been developed and is presented herein, using statistics of extremes for 
the short-term behaviour. 

The application of this method requires the knowledge of the ship response in regular 
waves and the probability distribution of the sea states in a region of the ocean. Further, 
by applying the method in a systematic manner with respect to the principal ship chazac- 
teristics it has become possible to investigate the effect of these characteristics on the 
design value for the vertical wave bending moment amidships and compare the results 
with the corresponding values of the Classification Societies. 

Obviously, the same method can be used for the determination of design valves for 
other responses of a ship or any other ocean structure. 

2. S O M E  S T A T I S T I C A L  TOOLS 
For the sake of brevity, only the definitions and some statistical tools from the theory 

of time series and statistics of extremes necessary for this work will be described. The 
reader can find in the references a complete treatment of the subject. 

Thus, for a time series f(t)  which is normally distributed and ergudic (e.g. Ocm and 
BOTTON, 1973) as is assumed to be the case with short term samples of seaways and corres- 
ponding linear ship responses, one can define the following: 

The  mean 1,alue ~:  off(t)  is given by: 

T 

lim 1 f 
~f  = r - . o o  -T f (t) d t  , (1) 

0 
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and if this value is different from zero*, one can redefine a new process f ' ( t)  = f (t) --~z: 
for which the following formulae hold (I~XCE and BISHOV, 1974): 

The variance ozf o f f ( t )  is given by: 

T 

lira 1 f f (t)mdt (2) 
o2f = T--.oo T 

0 

and equals the mean square value o f f ( t ) .  
The square root of  the variance is called the standard deviationo/off(t)or theroot mean 

square value (r.m.a.). 
The autoc~elat~nfunction @~-(T) o f f ( t )  is given by: 

T 

lira 1 f Of(~:) = T--~oo T f (t) f (t + z)dt, 0 _< r < oo. 
0 

(3) 

The spectral dmsity function cb ff (¢o) o f f  (t) is given by: 

2 f ¢/(T) cos (art)tiT, 0 < co < oo. %(~) = 

0 

(4) 

Then one can easily derive that: 

m~ = @I (0) = o~f = f ~DH(o))dca, 
0 

(5) 

whm-e mo is tim uroth moment of the spectral dcu i ty  function and equals the area u n d ~  it. 
In general, the nth moment of the spectral density function is given by: 

m n = f <bl(fa ) co'd00. 
0 

(6) 

The mean period between successive zero upcrossings (or downcrossinp) is given by: 

T m = 2~ V' me (7) 
m2 

A measure of the root mean square width of the spectral density function o f f  (t) is the 
broadness factor ,  given by: 

is ~tactly the casz for longitudinal wave bonding ~ t s  (Mtau~v, 1972). However, the olm~rved 
zero shifts are not accounted for Iry the linear theory used in the analytical calculations. 
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ml| ~llS 
= 1 - -  morn4~ 

(8) 

For an ideally narrow band process f (t), i.e. ¢ = 0, it can be shown (C~m~A~ 
MArne, 1963) that its envelope is symmetrical about its mean and that it has a Rayleigh 
probability density function. If one assumes that the global maxima or minima o f f  (t) 
between zero level crossings lie very close to the envelope, then the approximate probability 
density function of the apparent amplitudes*~ of f ( t )  is also Rayleigh, that is: 

2~ 
p(a 0 = ~- exp [-- o0/R] , (9) 

where ~ is the apparent amplitude o f f ( t )  and R ---- 2¢~ -- 2m0. 
The average 1/n highest values of a Rayleigh distributed variable ,, can be easily com- 

puted from (8) (LoNGUET-HtoomS, 1952) and for the average 1/3 highest values, the 
significant values, of the variable the following relation holds: 

,,lyre = 1.416 (Tzs) xm, (10) 

where ~s is the mean ~luare value o f  ~. 
With regard n o w  to the statistics o f  extremes ( G u ~ ,  1966) the following definitions 

and remlm will be needed in the sequel.. 
We consider a random variabk X with F(x) as its ~unulatiw probability function and 

f ( x )  ,= dF(x) /dx  its probability dmmity function. We comider furthm- the random variable 
X n defined as: 

X. = max {X ~, XS, . . . ,  X~}, (I 1) 

wbere {X 1, X s, . . .  JP'} is a sample of n indepm~ent observations of X. 
The cumulative probability function of X~ is given by: 

• ~, (x,,) = IF(x,,)] n, (12) 

and the probability density function of X n is given by 

~(x,,) = n f(x,,) [F(x,,)~ -x (13) 

Since the probability of a value equal to or larger than x is 1 -- F(x), and thin n[l --F(x)] 
values in a sample of ~.e n are expected to be equal to or larger than x, we define the 
characteristic largest value u n (n) ---- un, for n ~ 2, as: 

F(un) = 1 - -  1In (14) 

We further define the e x t r e m a l  in tens i t y  f u n c t i o n  ~n(n) ---- ~n, as: 

*Defitaxl as the distance between the zero mean level and the global maximum or rj~ininlum 
zero crossings, excluding ripples. 
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~,  = n f (u.)  ('15) 

According to Gumbel, the suitable asymptotic approximation to the exact cumulative 
proability function given by relation (12) for an initial distribution of exponential type* is 
given by: 

¢I~(x) = exp [-- e -y] , (16) 

where y = ~ . ( x  - u .) .  

3. E X T R E M E  V E R T I C A L  W A V E  B E N D I N G  M O M E N T S  F O R  A S H I P  

The ultimate purpose of this work is to develop a method for the derivation of design 
wave bending moments to be used in ship design and/or in the formulation of the C ~ -  
tion Societies' Rules. Due to its practical importance the subject matter hag been treated 
by many investigators using long-term prediction methods (e.g. N ~ m 4 ,  1973; 
FUKtn3A, 1967). These methods can be modified and presumably improved by using in 
addition stati~cs of extremes concepts (e.g. L ~ N ,  1971; Ocm and M o r r o ,  1969). 

Vertical wave bending moments are in general considered to be a linear ship response 
and are treated as such by the analytical prediction methods.t It can even be assumed 
(MANIAS and NUMAT^, 1968) that it is a reasonable approximation to use the linearity 
aammption and the linear mperpoeition principle for the predicta'on of the vertical wave 
bending moments in extreme ~aways. In this method the analytically ~ vertical 
wave bending moments do not differentiate between hOlBing and mgliag vahtes. It is alto 
tumally a~mmed that the aplmfent amplitude of vertical wave bending moments is Rayleigh 
distributed. However, vertical wave bending moments are not close to a very narrow-band 
process and analysis of very long wave bending moment records and records of other 
linear ship responses for a cargo ship model (Louro, rds, 1970) has shown that their crest- 
to-trough values are indeed Rayleigh distributed, but with an R parameter which depends 
on the broadness factor of  the ipectrum. Thae  remdts are shown in Fig, 1 for the meuumd 
mean square values of several ship responses as a function of the broadaeM factor and it is 
suggested that a correction factor of (1 -- el/2) gives better agreement with ~ the experi- 
mental results, that is that the Rayleigh distribution parameter R should be equal to 8too 
(1 - -  ca/2) o r  2mo( l  - -  ~*/2) for the case of crest-to-trough values and apparent amplitudes 
respectively. 

According to the above, the probability distribution of the apparent amplitudes of 
vertical wave bending moments in a seaway with given spectrum can be analytically 
calculated.  T h e n  the  short  term distribution of the vertical wave bending moment extreme 
values can be derived using the Gumbelian approach. 

Thus, for the apparent amplitudes, we have: 

f (x) f '  (x) 
*Distributions of exponential type are those that  satisfy the relation: ~ ~ F (x) = -- " 7 ~ '  x --* ~e which 

is the c u e  for a Rayleillh distribution. 
tRecemly however an attempt has been made (JIININ altd Pl~l~ltIN, 1978) to  develop a no~-linear 

theory for wave i l l d ~  b w ~ l t q  ~ which accounts for the experimentally o b N I v ~  ~ in 
h o u i n g  and sallling valuta. 
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Fla. 1. Measured mean-square responses as a function of the broadness factor. 

2o~ 
f (=) = --~ exp [-- ~/R] R = constant, (17) 

F(~,) = P[M w ~ =] R] = 1 -- exp[-- o~S/R], 

where M ,  is the apparent wave bending moment amplitude and R -- 2m 0 or ~ ---- 2m, 
(1 - -  s'/2) is the comtant parameter. 

The constant pmmaeter R is a function of  the ship characteristics and loading, her 
speed, ~ heading angle and the seaway spectrum. 

We can now use (14) and (15) to obtain: 

u, = (Rlnn) l/s , 

=, = 2 ( I n n / R ) "  
08) 

where n is the number of wave bending moment apparent amplitudes in a sample record 
of given (short) duration. 

Thus, the short-term cumulative probability function for the vertical wave bending 
moment extremes is given by (16). 

To proceed further one should determine the value of n, which corresponds to a par- 
ticular value of  R. Obviously, in an experimental case n can be measured directly from the 
sample record. For the purposes of this investigation the value of  n can be determined if 
we postulate a proper sample duration 7',. Then, since the spectral density function of the 
bending moment and its moments can be determined analytically, we get from (7) that 

n = 2T,  = T~ A / m a  (19) 
T m ~ m o 

At this stage we have completed the development of the analytical tools necessary for 
the evaluation of  short-term extremes. 
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For the purposes of this investigation and for reasons to be explained, the ship was 
considered to sail at all times in head, fully-developed, long-crested seaways (PIERSON and 
Mosgown'z, 1964). In this case the spectrum of the seaway depends on one parameter 
only, e.g. the significant wave height ~rlja. Then, if the probability density function 
p(~l/I) of ~rl/s is known for a specific ship route, one can proceed to calculate the long- 
term distribution of the wave bending moment extremes as follows: 

Given the ship characteristics, loading and speed, we calculate analytically for each 
~:/a of interest the relationships R = R(/~ x/s) and n = n(HlJS). The later relationship 
requires the assumption of a 'proper sample duration'. 
For each H -'x/s we calculate the corresponding u~ = u~(~P/a) ~ = ~,(H~/a). 

The long-term cumulative probability function of short-term wave bending moment 
extremes can be then evaluated, using the above and (16), as follows: 

P[Mw 2> xo ]= f [ l  - -  ~ (xo l  H~'S)]P(H'~/~d(#~Js). 
o 

(20) 

If one now assigns a specific value Po to P[M, ~ xe] and solves (20) numericaUy for xo 
one obtains a des/gn wave bendin£ moment M,~ = xo(Po) corretponding to the 
value Pc. In this manner the assigned value Pe becomes the real des ip  criterion as it repre- 
sents the probability of  failure for ships desilpl~ to withstand a deMgn vertical wave beading 
moment M.(Po). 

Actually, (20) represents a simplification of the real problem. This is becaute heading 
angle, stage of development of the seaway and short-crestedness are not considered. 

The above simplifications should be considered bearing in mind the real scope of the 
investigation. In this respect, any attempt to simulate the 'real' problem and to try to 
evaluate quantitatively what will be a 'definite' value for the design vertical wave moment 
is a lost cause. This is because many important parameters of the problem cannot be known 
in advance. Thus the actual loading condition of the ship, her exact speed, her heading 
angle and the actual directional wave spectrum at all times are indeterminate parameters. 

One should strive, therefore, to obtain results useful for ~ of comparison 
between different ships or for the same ship in different loading conditions, and let the 
Clamfication Societies d_~c~'mine in a semi-empirical way the design vertical wave bending 
moments for their rules. Moreover, it is known (FUEUDA, 1967) that long-term wave bending 
moment calculations give quite comparable results for head seas and when all headinp are 
taken into consideration. Finally, it is known (LoFr, 1969) that fully developed seas are 
more often encountered in the ocean. 

Thus, the simplifications used in this investigation do not subtract substantially from 
the generality of the results when they are used for comparative purposes. In any case the 
suggested procedure can be readily modified to account for any of the aforementioned 
additional parameters. 

The appficaton of the methodology described previously requires fintly knowledge of 
the short-term distribution parameters R ---- 2mo and n = (TJx)~/ml/me. These para- 
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meters can be determined analytically. The analytical results used in the sequel were taken 
from the Seakeeping Standard Series (LoUKXK]S and CH~YSSOSrOMn>m, 1975), where average 
weight distributions were used for the vertical wave bending moment calculations.* 

Unfortunately, the second moment of the bending moment response spectrum is not 
included in the Seakeeping Standard Series and thus an approximation was used for the 
calculation of n. That is, it was assumed that the average period of the wave bending 
moment, which is a response that exists only in the frequency of encounter domain, is equal 
to the average period of the sea state considered also in the frequency of encounter domain. 
The latter can be obtained readily for fully developed seaways (Gluvxs, 1976). This assump- 
tion, which is a reasonable one, hardly influences the results since ~, and u, are not very 
sensitive to changes in n as is also shown by the sensitivity analysis of the following para- 
graph. 

4. APPLICATIONS OF THE METHOD AND RESULTS 

The procedure described in the previous paragraph has been applied in a systematic 
way to investigate changes in design wave bending moments  as a function of the principal 
characteristics of a ship and her speed, for seaways occurring in the North Atlantic region. 
In addition, the sen~tivity of the procedure to changes in the values of the assumed pro- 
bability of failure P0 and the duration of the short-term sample T, was investigated. 

The numerical results have been compared with the corresponding values for the wave 
bend/rig moment obtained using the formulae given by A.B.S. (1975). 

The probability density function p(/p/*) used to demonstrate the application of the 
procedure is shown in Fig. 2. It has been obtained from (Hoos~N and LuMs, 1967) by 
manipulating the data for the regions 1, 2, 3 and 4 (North Atlantic--all seasons, all direc- 
tiom). 

For all calculations the probability of failure was taken as P0 = 10-s's and the short- 
term sample duration as T, = 30 rain, except when performing the corresponding 
sensitivity analysis. 
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Probability density function p (H~/8). 

*One should mention that analytical wave bending moment calculations are only reasonably successful. 
Therefore the real value of the final results lies in the establishment of tre~ds and in their use for comparative 
purposes. 
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The results obtained from the systematic changes in the principal ship characteristics 
are grouped in the following three 'Series' A, B and C. The effect of the assumed values 
of the probabih'ty of  failure Po on the numerical results is investigated in Series D and the 
same effect of the short-term sample duration T~ is shown in Series E. 

A series 
Constant Parameters: Ca = 0.85, L/B = 5.5, Fr. No. = 0.2, P0 ---- 10-2"6 
Variable Parameter: BIT = 2, 3 and 4. 

The calculations described in the previous section were performed for various ship 
lengths. Since for a given ship length the beam is also fixed, the different values of B/T 
correspond to changes in draft. The purpose of this series is to investigate the effect of 
draft on design wave bending moment M,,, which is a parameter not included in the rules 
of the various Classification Societies. 

The results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 3 in the form 

M , ,  = f ( c ,  a/r) 

In the same figure the Mw value given by the A.B.S. rules (saliging) is also shown. 
From these results we can conclude that draft seems to be an important parameter for 

the determination of Mw. 
By comparing also the preseRt resets to the A.B.S.values it follows that, altl~allh the 

form of the curves is similar, the M,  value increases faster with the ship lensth in the A.B.S. 
formulation than according to the present calculations. 
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FIo. 3. Wave b e n d i ~  moment as a function of L and BIT. 
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FIG. 4. 
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The same results can be plotted in a different manner as shown in Fig" 4, where the 
BIT = 3 ship is used as the basis of comparison and the ratio M,,/M,a is plotted vs T/Ts, 
with the mbecript 3 sienifyin8 the base ship. From this figure we can conclude that draft is 
a more important parameter for longer ships. 

B series 
Constant Parameters: Cn = 0.85, L/T = 21, Ft. No. = 0.2, Po = 10-2"s 
Variable Parameter: BIT = 2.47, 3 and 3.82. 

The purpose of this series is to investisate the linearity of Mw with the beam of the ship 
(as in the rules of the C ~ t i o n  Societies), sinQe for a given ship length the draft is 
comtant and the different values of BIT correspond to changes in beam. The particular 
values of B/Ttmed, correspond to values ofL/B = 8.5, 7.0 and 5.5 for which the values of 
r.m.s, wave bending moment are tabulated in LOUKAKIS and C t m Y s s o s F o m  (1975). 

The results are plotted in Fig. 5, together with the corresponding A.B.S. values. It can be 
seen that both the calculated results and the A.B,S. rules give similar dependence on beam. 
Again the A.B.S. values increase sliEhtly faster with ship lensth than the ~ ree~ts. 

The same results are plotted in Fig. 6 with the L/B = 7, B/T = 3 ship as the basis of 
¢ o ~  in the form M, JM,,, versus B/BT, with the subscript 7 siiptifying the ~ &hip. 
Throe r e ~ t s  indicate that the assumption of linear dependence of M,, on beam is reuon- 
able, with the longer ~hips departing ~ightly from it. However, the results of  the preeent 
cak'ulatiom are for constant draft for a given ship length, which is not the case with the 
Classification Societies' rules. 

C series 
Constant Parameter: LIB = 7, BIT = 3, Fr. No. = 0.2, Po = 10-2"6 

I 
I 

I.~ - C = 0 ~ 8 5  'ABS 

,., f l  
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BIB7 

FIo. 6. Wave beadil~ moment as a ftn~on of thip beam B for vlttiom Ihip lenlt~l. 
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Wave bending mom~t as a function of block ~ t  Ca for various ship ienllths. 

Variable Parameter: C 8 = 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7, 0.75, 0.80 and 0.85. 
With this aeries the functional dependence of the design wave bending moment on the 

value of Cn is investigated and the results are compared with the corresponding calculations 
based on the A.B.S. rules and the rules of Lloyd's and Bureau Veritas. 

The results are plotted in Fig. 7 in the form M J M ,  (~u) versus Ca, because the A.B.S. 
rules consider that M ,  is proportional to a term of the form =C a + b, where C a > 0.64. 
The analytical calculations show that the influence of C m on M,, is different depending on 
the length of the ship. The design wave bending moment increases faster with C j  for the 
smaller values of Ca than when C j  becomes large. Also, and for the larger values of CB, 
M w increases with Cs for the shorter ships and is almost independent of it for the very long 
ships. 

In this case A.B.S. uses a different dependence of M w on Cs than Lloyd's Register of 
Shipping Bureau Veritas or Det Norske Veritas. The results of the analytical calculations 
show that the A.B.S. rules assume a stronger dependence of Mw on Ca than the other 
Classification Societies, whose results are closer to the results of the analytical calculations. 

D series 
Constant Parameters: Cn ---- 0.85, L/B = 5.5, BIT = 3, Ft. No. = 0.2 
Variable Parameter: Po = 10-=, l0 -s, l0 - H  and 10 -4. 

The sensitivity of the present procedure to the values Pe of the probability of failure P 
is examined with this series. The results are shown in Fig. 8 in the form M,,/Mw.,.= = f ( O ,  
where v -- -- logloPe. 

The results indicate an almost linear increase of the design wave bending moment 
with v, but with different slopes with regard to the ship length. 
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E series 

Constant Parameters: C 8 = 0.85, L I B  = 5.5, B]T  = 3, L = 40Oft, Po = 10-='5 
Variable Parameters: T s = 30, 60, 90 and 120 rain. Fr. No. ---- 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25. 

The sensitivity of  the proee~tre to the value of  T, is shown in Fig. 9. As has been stated 
earlier, the procedure is not very sensitive to the value of Ts or to the value of n. 

In the same figure the well-known weak dependence of the wave bending moment on 
speed is also shown. 

5. SYNOPSlS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The procedure developed herein is not an uymptocic extreme distribution but insured a 
long-term distribution of' the short-term extremm. It is based on analytical results for the 
short-term records and on statistics of  cxtrmm~ for the derivation of the as~uqp~ti¢ 
distribution of  the short-term extremes. Subsequently, the long-ten~ dimribution of  the 
short-term extremes is obtained in a straillhtforward manner using actual sea-state proba- 
bility distributions. From this distribution a design wave bending moment value M~, is 
derived assuming a specific'value P0 for the probability of failure P. 
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Fio. 9. Wave b e ~  moment as a function of T, for various Fr.Nos. 
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The physical meaning of the probability of failure P is that in a fleet of N identical ships, 
which are operating under identical conditions for a period of time T equal to the period 
for which the probability of occurrence of a seaway p(H ~/*) has been measured, n = PeN 
ships will experience a wave bending moment larger than M w. 

Obviously, the same procedure can be applied to any ship response or more generally 
to any response of a structure excited by seaways for which the short-term extreme distribu- 
tion can be established. 

The systematic application of the procedure in Series A, B and C can help in establishing 
the form of the dependence of design wave bending moment on the principal ship charac- 
teristics. In addition, from the D series we can conclude that, if Classification Society 
wishes to uniformly decrease the probability of failure by increasing the design wave 
bending moment, the ship length becomes an important parameter. That is, according to 
Fig. 8, long ships will require a larger percentage increment of their design wave bending 
moment than short similar ships. 

Various comparisons of the results of the present procedure to the A.B.S. rules have 
been presented and they show similar trends and reasonable quantitative agreement. The 
similar trends are due to the fact that the Classification Societies have recently adopted the 
use of Seakeeping Theory coupled with statistical methods for the determination of design 
parameters (e.g. Dr r  Nor, sg£ Vegrrxs, 1978). However, the Classification Societies use 
also safety factors based on their experience and other considerations and thus their require- 
ments cannot be directly compared with the results of any analytical procedure. In this 
respect one can also note that the design values for wave bending moment given in analytical 
form by the varkms Classification Societies have differences, sometimes large. Neverthete~ 
if one takes into account the different values used for the yield stress and the d i f f ~ t  
methods used for the determination of the still water bending moment, the values of the 
resulting required section modulus for the midship section according to the Rules of several 
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FIG. 10. ,Section modulus o f  m J d ~ i p  section f o r  C~ ,= 0.6 as a func t ion  o f  L and L/B. 
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Cle.mfication Societies are very close, as shown in Fig. 10, diminish with increasing Cs 
and the results become almost identical for C s --- 0.85. 

F'mally, the results of the present procedure have been compared with similar results 
from FUKUDA (1967), where a long-term prediction method has been used with a pro- 
bability level Q -- 10 ~ ,  Fig. 11. The two different methods show similar trends. However, 
a direct compari~um of the numerical values is not po~tible since the two shiln have some- 
what different characteristics, different probability distributions for the sea states have been 
used and, most importantly, both methods use arbitrary values for the probability of  failure 
P0 or the corresponding probability level Q. 
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